A new look at the Bezold-Brücke hue shift in the peripheral retina.
Experiments were conducted with a bipartite field to better understand the Bezold-Brücke hue shift in the peripheral retina. The first experiment measured hue shift in the fovea and at 1 degrees and 8 degrees along the horizontal meridian of the nasal retina for nominal test wavelengths of 430, 450, 490, 520 and 610 nm. Peripheral measurements were obtained under two adaptation conditions: after 30 min dark adaptation and following a rod-bleach. Results indicated that foveal hue shifts differed from those obtained after a rod-bleach. Data from the rod-bleach and no-bleach conditions in the periphery were similar, indicating that rods could not account for the differences between the foveal data and the rod-bleach peripheral data. Hue shifts obtained for the 520 nm test stimulus, and to a smaller extent other test wavelengths, at 8 degrees nasal retinal eccentricity revealed that the wavelength of the matching stimulus depended upon the lateral position of the matching and test fields, and this effect was greater in the no-bleach condition than the rod-bleach condition. Several factors were investigated in experiments 2 and 3 to explain the results with the 520 nm test field. It appears that differential rod density under the two half fields and the compression of photoreceptors by the optic disk may partially, but not fully, account for the 520 nm effect.